FAQ – KOM Program Leader Requirements
1) Coaches who have their first aid expired, or expiring soon, are we accepting their certification until
Ruth can lead a first aid course?
Yes, we will give a 3 month extension for all first aid courses. We are waiting for Ruth to be able to lead
a course. We will re-evaluate at end of April 2021

2) Asking to be sent the KOM Code of Conduct Agreement, there is nothing in the dropbox.
This isn’t available yet, should have available by mid to end of March

3) Have you heard anything about the Hop on Course for tier 3 coaches?
We are no long going to use this as a requirement for Tier 3. We will do professional development
opportunities instead that will be setup by the MCA. This could mean offering the Hop-on instructors
course, but not as a requirement of tier 3. This will not be a requirement for 2021, and will be
something that will be required in 2022.

4) If courses like the Hop On course, and Cycling Practice Planning courses aren't being offered yet are
the coaches who have everything else done still considered incomplete?
Courses are becoming available online. The kom orientation, practice planning and basic bike skills are
currently being scheduled for april/may. Here is what has been scheduled so far:
http://mbcycling.ca/2021/02/08/tentative-spring-coaching-clinics-winnipeg-and-westman-regions/

5) Coaches who have previously taken the Community Initiation Classroom
In the previous version, the classroom course was a one day course. This has now been broken up into 4
parts.
1) Cycling foundations. Everyone must take this elearning course, regardless of past training
2) Making ethicial decisions. You may/may not have covered the training portion with your
classroom course. However, you must complete the evaluation to receive credit for med. You
do not need to take the course if you pass the evaluation. However, you likely will need to take
the course to help prepare you to pass the evaluation
3) Emergency action plan. Everyone must complete this, regardless of past training
4) Practice planning. If you have taken the classroom course, you will have credit for this course.

6) Coaches who have previously taken the Basic Cycling Skills Course

This course is still the same, so if you have taken this course before, you still have credit for this course.

